Bisexuality in the News

How Mainstream Artists are Fighting against Bisexual Erasure in 2018

Celebrate Bisexuality Day: 10 Artists You Might Not Have Realized Are Bisexual
https://www.redandblack.com/culture/celebrate-bisexuality-day-artists-you-might-not-have-realized/article_42518fbc-be22-11e8-9011-0fefdde76a3e.html

Bi Pride Makes History in West Hollywood

Channel 4-Hulu’s ‘The Bisexual’ Pre-Bought by Canal Plus, Sky Networks, Stan

Remembering Freddie Mercury’s Bisexuality on His Birthday during Bi Visibility Month
https://www.out.com/music/2018/9/05/remembering-freddie-mercerys-bisexuality-his-birthday

Kyrsten Sinema Wins Arizona Primary, Major First as Bisexual Candidate

Selected Articles and Chapters on Bisexuality in the Recent Literature


